Covid-19 Vaccination and Immunization Barriers in Pakistan
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From January 2020 to May 2021, Pakistan quoted to World health Organization 858,026 confirmed cases and 18,915 deaths of COVID-19. China donated Pakistan Sinopharm vaccines in February 2021, and the stage-wise immunization program started with an enrolment of healthcare workers and the elderly at priority. A total of 2,894,861 vaccine doses have been administered as per statistics of the earlier half of May 2021, which is approximately only 3% of the total population and target for this year is 30%. Several wild conspiracy theories sprouting throughout the community is fuelling the misleading narratives of vulnerable population of Pakistan leading to increased skepticism against covid-19 vaccine. Of these alleged claims of religious prohibitions plea that virus was an illusion against Islam to empower Jews and through vaccine nano chips will be inoculated in people to gain control through 5G towers. There is an upsurge of several cases and fear of disease due to the ongoing pandemic situation in India. This has forced the government to impose and heighten up virus spread prevention restrictions. The experience of the terrifying situation in India should have alarmed our authorities; they have failed to comply with the seriousness of the issue. Pakistan is on the 29th slot out of 30 countries that have conducted the greatest number of tests per million population (PMP), hence second last on enlistment with 39,136 tests conducted the greatest number of tests per million population respectively. Even India has top 3 ranks with 1,273,050, 1,266,538 and 1,052,930 tests carried out. Israel, United Kingdom and United States secured top 3 ranks with 1,273,050, 1,266,538 and 1,052,930 tests per million populations respectively. India has conducted around four times more tests.

Significant vaccine hesitancy also has an enormous impact on the control of disease and the emergence of new fatal strains among immunocompromised. Approximately 142,315 healthcare workers were registered in Sindh for Covid – 19 immunization programs, however, 33,356 refused inoculation. To discourage this attitude authority had to take major steps of job termination warning. The perspective of front-line warriors of disease who have seen patients dying in their hands and relatives in sheer agony, then the unwillingness of the general population with low literacy is not an unusual revelation. As evident in the literature by American publication Bloomberg about the global disproportion between the number of vaccines. Pakistan will require about 10 years to immunize 75% of its population, India would have the option to inoculate a similar level of its populace is around three years. United States, Britain, and Israel were probably going to arrive at the 75% objective inside a quarter of a year.

Pakistan is already a hub of infectious diseases with epidemics like Tuberculosis and Hepatitis C, with the 6th and 2nd highest disease burden globally. The WHO notified, the rate, invasiveness, and mortality of Tuberculosis in Pakistan as 230 per 100 000, 310 per 100 000, and 39 per 100 000, respectively. This reflects 410 000 cases and 69 000 deaths of Tuberculosis each year in Pakistan. Pakistan Polio Eradication Programme (1994) in conjunction with support provided by WHO and UNICEF is determined to eradicate the crippling disease as Pakistan and Afghanistan are only two countries worldwide fighting with menace. In the mid-1990s, the yearly occurrence of polio was assessed at more than 20 000 cases every year. So far in 2020, 80 cases have been accounted all over the country from Punjab 13, Sindh 22, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 22, and Baluchistan 23. Pandemic of COVID illness 2019 has disrupted immunization programs globally, hence exalting perilous fat vaccine-preventable diseases. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak vaccination campaigns halted in Pakistan therefore depriving, leading 40 million children of polio vaccination. Deferrals in polio inoculation probably will not have a prompt effect but, in the long haul, the expansion in polio cases in Pakistan could bring about worldwide dissemination of infections. This is of momentous concern as we have already failed to convince the public to adhere to polio vaccination and disruption in the program can lead to wastage of enormous efforts already contributed towards the program. Additionally, if this skepticism for COVID – 19 vaccinations prevailed we will be stuck into Catch 22 for more epidemics and pandemics.

The advent of Coronavirus disease and vaccination prompted
Flu vaccination disappearance from the market due to various reasons. Every year on the opinion of epidemiology and health experts to reduce mortality and morbidity high-risk individuals are encouraged to get an influenza vaccination. Two significant distributors are Sanofi and Abbots. Due to boycotts of French products on religious grounds and lack of provision from Abbots due to elevated demands from developed countries Pakistan has failed to procure influenza vaccination hence adding to the dilemma of diseases burden.

A fully immunized child is conceived with at least 1 dose of Bacilli Calmette-Guérin, 3 doses of oral polio, DPT3, and measles1 vaccination, which ranges from 47% - 57% in Pakistan. Child mortality is characterized by 50% of the country's mortality rate compared with 8% globally impacted Pakistan due to failure of EPI implementation. However, under five years constitute only 15% of the total country's population.

Efforts are in hand to eradicate polio, measles, and neonatal tetanus. Inadequate service delivery, which leads to irregular access and poor service utilization, was the key reason for the poor performance. Recognized issues leading to failure of the Expanded Program of Immunization (EPI) as per various studies conducted on the subject are distant EPI centers, sporadic access to centers, and deficiency of expert staff and services.

These reasons could also be hindrances to the Covid-19 vaccinations program as well.
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